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TASK II: INTERACTION 

 

4. CANDIDATE A 

 
• In this part of the exam you are going to take part in a conversation with 

the other candidate. You have different information about an imaginary 

situation.  

• In order to complete the task, you have to use the information given below 

and try to reach an agreement. Remember that this is a conversation. 

Avoid short answers and try to keep the conversation going. 

• Try to use structures and vocabulary expected at this level 

• The conversation will last about 5 minutes.  

 

 

 

 

FAMILY MATTERS 

 

An English friend of yours has mentioned he’s surprised by the number of Spanish people who  

are thirty or older and are still living at home with their parents. In other European countries it 

seems natural to leave home much sooner. The other candidate and you seem to look at this 

situation from rather different points of view. 

 

You think it is negative for people to stay with their families 

for so long. These are some of the arguments you might 

want to use: 

- tendency to be dependent on one’s family 

- people becoming less competitive or ambitious 

- not able to assume responsibility or appreciate the true 

value of things 

- not as many opportunities to develop social skills 
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TASK II: INTERACTION 

 

4. CANDIDATE B 

 
• In this part of the exam you are going to take part in a conversation with 

the other candidate. You have different information about an imaginary 

situation.  

• In order to complete the task, you have to use the information given below 

and try to reach an agreement. Remember that this is a conversation. 

Avoid short answers and try to keep the conversation going. 

• Try to use structures and vocabulary expected at this level 

• The conversation will last about 5 minutes.  

 

 

 

 

FAMILY MATTERS 

 

An English friend of yours has mentioned he’s 

surprised by the number of Spanish people who  

are thirty or older and are still living at home with 

their parents. In other European countries it seems 

natural to leave home much sooner. The other 

candidate and you seem to look at this situation from rather different points of view. 

 

You think it can be positive for people to stay with their families as long as they can. These are 

some of the arguments you might want to use: 

- Spanish parents don’t seem to mind 

- you can save up some money 

- better chance to complete your studies /concentrate on your career 

- stronger family bonds 
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